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These Robots Have Rhythm
You'll be amazed at the moves of these
Boston Dynamics robots as they dance to "Do
You Love Me" by The Contours.

 
Ducks Say No to Snow
Ever stepped outside for a winter walk and
immediately changed your mind? That's what
happened to these ducks.

Do you have a Samsung s10 or higher smartphone that constantly
drops your WiFi connection?

If you, a family member, or a friend are experiencing WiFi connection issues
with your Samsung s10 or higher smartphone, here are a few quick remedies
to get you back online. 

1. Disabling Google Location Accuracy in your smartphones "Settings >
Location" will work for most. 

but if you are still having troubles after disabling Google Location Accuracy; 

2. Disabling WiFi Scanning in your smartphones "Settings > Location >
Improve Accuracy" as well should do the trick. 

This is a known issue with Samsung s10 and higher phones but as of a
couple weeks ago, there is no official fix for this released yet from Samsung. 

An alternative includes: 
3. Taking a look at your router. If you have had your router for many years, it
might be time to invest in a new one. Mixing old tech with new tech does
have its quarks and if your router is no longer providing firmware updates, we
strongly advise upgrading this crucial device to keep you online. 

If you are unsure of what brand and/or modal of router to purchase, please
contact your local IT company. NCKCN and CTC highly recommends the
company LockIT (offices in Beloit & Concordia) as they will be able to provide
more insight of a decent and/or high-end router that you may need or are
looking for and to add to LockIT's portfolio, they do provide Security services
if you are interested in keeping your home or business network safe from all
these cyber threats out there. 

To learn more about this company and the services it provides, please visit
their website: LockIT Technologies, LLC. Please note that the website may
take some time to load for some individuals.
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Get Heart Healthy
February is Heart Month and
a good time to understand
your risk of heart disease and
learn what to do to lower it.
Learn more...

 
This Day in History
Take a day-by-day approach
to learning more about
history. Visit this site and sign
up for This Day in History
emails.
Learn more...

 
Head-to-Tail Resource
Learn about different dog
breeds and filter your search
by activity level, barking
level, coat type, shedding,
size, and more.
Learn more...

 
Five Easy Sheet Pan Dinners
Choose from five quick meals with chicken
thighs, sausage, pork chops, salmon, or
drumsticks plus veggies.

 
Scrumptious Black Forest Torte
Special occasion coming up? Let a
professional baker show you how to make this
impressive dessert classic.

 
Daylio
With just a few taps a day,
record your moods and
activities — no writing
required — and look at the
data in chart form.
Learn more...

 
ESPN
The #1 sports app lets you
watch thousands of live and
on-demand sporting events
plus get scores and
highlights.
Learn more...

 
Paint Tester
Take the guesswork out of
painting. See what your room
will look like with a new wall
color without lifting a brush.
Learn more...
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New Uses for Old Records
Have old records just gathering dust? Find
out how to easily turn them into bookends,
serving trays, bowls, or a clock.

 
Cardboard Box Transformation
You just need some rope and a pillowcase to
turn a cardboard box into a beautiful storage
container for towels.
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